
Almost 85 per cent of barfeeds are sold
with new machines so the selecting

the right model for the task can be tricky:
you’ve never even switched on the lathe
you are buying, let alone seen it cut
metal over an extended period of time.

Perhaps the first thing to consider is
whether the lathe is fixed-head or
sliding-head. Bob Hunt, managing
director of Star GB, the sole UK agent for
FMB barfeeds, suggests that fixed-head
lathes, unless they are dedicated to shaft
production, are normally equipped with
short bar magazines as batch sizes are
generally small.

In contrast, practically all Star sliding-
head lathes are shipped with full length
FMB magazines. “If multi-spindle autos
are taken out of the equation, it is really
only manufacturers using sliding-
headstock lathes that are buying 3 and 
4 m bar magazines these days,” he says.
“We are seeing demand for full length
magazines go up and up, particularly for
feeding 4 m/12 ft stock, with more free-
issue material coming in from the US.

“Rapid bar change, fast set-up,
central adjustment of all essential
functions and easy retrofit integration
are key features across both the LC [low

cost] and ST
[standard technology]
ranges,” he says.  And he adds that
rationalisation of different FMB models
has reduced the amount of spares that
need to be stocked, and is helping the
principal to keep ahead in a competitive
global marketplace. 

LIGHTS-OUT A LOT
Robert Passow, managing director at UK
barfeed manufacturer, Hydrafeed,
agrees that increased functionality plays
a vital role in helping keep overseas
competitors at bay.

“With increases in both interest
rates, steel prices and the more direct
influence that China has on the
manufacturing base, it is more
important than ever for UK companies to
adopt lean manufacturing methods and
keep spindles cutting at every available
opportunity,” he says. To this end, lights-
out running is an ever increasing
requirement for barfeed users.”

Mr Passow says that Hydrafeed is
enjoying a particularly healthy period of
growth at present. Core products remain
very strong with sales for the company’s
Multifeed barfeed 10 per cent ahead in

comparison with the same period of the
last year.

“When used with peripheral
equipment, including the Bar Support
Unit and Multi-Stacker that allows
customers to run 1.5 m length bars in
lights-out conditions, the product is
even more cost-effective.”

Later this year Hydrafeed will
unveil its Autofeed full length CNC
magazine barfeed, which is aimed
squarely at the high volume sliding-head
market. With it, Hydrafeed aims to
capture a large proportion of the market
for full length CNC barfeeds.

Finally, Hydrafeed is also reporting
an upturn in demand for special project
barfeeds that require the feeding of odd
shaped or special-purpose bar. Typical
projects to date include supporting up to
5 m of bar outside the headstock, bar
feeding rectangular stock up to 76 by
50 by 2,500 mm, and supplying a lights-
out application feeding irregular shaped
aluminium extrusions.

Irregular shaped parts present their
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own set of challenges for barfeeds. A
case in point is a manufacturer of high
pressure hydraulic parts, Jade Adaptors
of Hounslow, which has installed Iemca
Boss 21 barfeeds from UK agent
Kitagawa on its CNC lathes. These
compact units handle bar diameters
from 5 to 51 mm are ideal in applications
where lathe spindle length is limited or
space is restricted. 

Recommended by DMG, which
supplied Jade Adaptors with four
Gildemeister Sprint 32 linear automatic
production lathes nearly three years ago,
there are now five Boss 21 barfeeds
installed on the company’s machines.

HEXAGONAL ASSISTANCE
Jade manufactures around 5,000
varieties of adaptor and, with some
customers requiring quantities of more
than one million parts a year, it was vital
to have the equipment in place to handle
these volumes efficiently.

“Around 98 per cent of the adaptors
we manufacture contain a hexagonal
feature and the most popular size
measures 32 mm across the flats, so it
doesn’t fit into standard 32 mm bar

capacity machines,” explains

proprietor Dave Reynolds.
“Once we had installed the new CNC

lathes, we then needed to replace the
barfeeds. The ones we already had were
not able to handle this volume of
accurate bar machining, especially at the
high spindle speeds required by the
Sprint 32 machines. 

“The hexagonal profile demanded a
much greater level of support to
eliminate vibration and obtain the
surface finish required on the part,”
continues Mr Reynolds. “The Boss 21
feeders met our requirements exactly.”

The Boss 21 can work with bar
lengths of up to 2,080 mm, thereby
eliminating the need to section long bars
into three or four pieces and reducing
the quantity of unusable remnants. This
compact barfeed, which can be used
with both fixed and sliding headstock
lathes irrespective of the lathe spindle
length, also features remnant recovery. 

“Because of the quantities of
hydraulic adaptors that we manufacture,
efficiency and high productivity are
absolutely essential, which is why we are
continually investing in new technology,”
explains Mr Reynolds. “The Boss 21
barfeeds manage this extremely well and
the support and back-up from Kitagawa
has been outstanding.”

An Iemca barfeed has also been the
equipment of choice recently at Essex-
based Photonics Products Ltd, a
manufacturer of laser modules for the

electronics industry, where a Boss 332r-E
is deployed in combination with a Citizen
M32-III 13-axis CNC sliding-headstock
lathe. The system is helping the company
eliminate the £120,000 a year spent
previously on sub-contracting, with
piece part cost reductions recorded in
the region of £9 per component.

VIBRATION ELIMINATION
LNS has developed a dual function
barfeed capable of serving both fixed- or
sliding-head lathes. The servo driven
magazine Hydrobar Sprint 555 is
suitable for 5-55 mm bar stock
diameters and has been designed to
eliminate vibration at high speeds.

The Sprint 555 offers a hydrostatic or
hydrodynamic operating principle with
or without remnant retract or with an
automatic front rest to guarantee
maximum RPM without vibration for the
entire range of diameters. The automatic
front rest prevents troublesome bar
vibrations from being transferred to the
machining area. The unit adjusts
automatically to the bar and pusher
diameters simply by inputting the bar
stock diameter into the control.

The LNS Hydrobar Sprint 555 also
offers innovative help to operators
changing guiding elements. All he has to
do is install the guide channel and follow
the control menu prompts.■■

� www.machinery.co.uk/acc_att
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